PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT HARYANA
(BUILDIGNS & ROADS BRANCH), NIRMAN SADAN,
PLOT NO. 1, SECTOR-33/A, CHANDIGARH

To
1.

All the Superintending Engineers,
Haryana PWD (B&R) Branch.

2.

All the Executive Engineers,
Haryana PWD (B&R) Branch.
Memo No.302-RII-11/2163-2223/RI

Subject :

Dated: 14.05.2015

Road safety measures- Speed Breakers.
It has been decided that speed breakers on National Highways, State Highways and

Major District Roads be removed and no further speed breakers should be allowed to be constructed. In
case there is much resistance to remove speed breaker or it is felt very much essential for safety of road
users only in that case speed breakers should be provided strictly as per IRC recommendation. A sketch is
enclosed for ready reference (Annexure-I). 3 studs each on both sides of speed breakers should be
provided. Caution Boards luminous type (reflective) be provided about 40m ahead of speed breakers.
Speed breakers should be well illuminated by providing reflective painting, cat eyes, broken glazed tiles
as per importance and requirement. However, it has been observed that broken glazed tiles provided on
speed breakers are more effective, durable and economical. Speed breakers provided on junctions as per
instructions issued vide memo No. 302-R-11/460-470/RI dated 07.02.2011 (Annexure-II) and vide memo
No. 354-65/Plg. Dated 05.03.2014 (Annexure-III) should not be removed but brought to standard.
Information regarding existing speed breakers be submitted to headquarter in the
enclosed Proforma-SB-1 by 21.05.2015 through email as well as hard copy. Speed breakers on National
Highways, State Highways and Major District Roads be removed within two months of the time i.e. by
15.07.2015 and progress report be submitted fortnightly (by 5th and 20th of each month) for removal of
speed breakers in the enclosed Proforma-SB-2.
The information be compiled at circle office and should be submitted through email on pwdeic@hry.nic.in pwd-ceroads@hry.nic.in pwd-seroads@hry.nic.in pwd-eeroads1@hry.nic.in. The
information should be sent in excel format.

DA/As above.

CC:
PS to ACSPW for kind information of ACSPW.

SD/Executive Engineer (Roads-I)
for Engineer-in-Chief, Haryana
PWD B&R Branch, Chandigarh.

